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Abstract: Calcium tartrate crystals are renowned for its ferroelectric nature. To engineer its properties,
calcium levo-tartrate tetrahydrate (CLTT) crystals are doped by Mn ++ and Cu++. Pure and doped CLTT crystals
are grown by the gel method. The Vickers micro-indentation hardness tests are carried out at various applied
loads to study the mechanical properties of pure and doped CLTT crystals. As the load increases the values of
Vickers micro-hardness decreases. The doped crystals are found to be softer than the pure CLTT crystals. The
work hardening coefficient and the standard hardness values are found to be less in Mn ++ doped CLTT crystals
than the Cu++ doped CLTT crystals. The yield stress and the first order elastic stiffness constant values are
calculated from the micro-hardness values for pure and doped crystals. The Hays and Kendall’s approach and
Proportional Specimen Resistance (PSR) model are applied for pure and doped CLTT crystals. The effect of
doping of Mn++ and Cu++ on the micro-hardness properties of the CLTT crystals is studied and explained.
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I.

Introduction

The ferroelectric nature of calcium tartrate was identified by Gon [1]. The single diffusion gel growth
method was used to grow pure and Mn++ and Cu++ doped calcium levo-tartrate tetrahydrate (CLTT) crystals
[2,3]. Hardness is quite interesting and challenging property of materials for engineers and materials scientists.
Many methods have been applied for measuring hardness of materials, but the most commonly used form of test
is the indentation type [4]. The Vickers micro-hardness testing is one of the predominate types of microindentation hardness test. It is very precise and adaptable for testing the softest to hardest types of materials,
under the varying loads [5-8].
Various crystals of the large varieties have been tested by the Vickers hardness, for example, metallic
crystals [9-11], organic crystals [12-14], non-linear optical materials crystals [15-17], ternary alloy single
crystals [18], strontium tartrate crystals [19], Mn doped strontium tartrate crystals [20] and ammonium hydrogen
tartrate crystals [21]. Recently, the Vickers micro-hardness studies are reported on semi-organic potassium borosuccinate crystals [22].
The structural, dielectric and FTIR as well as EPR spectroscopic studies are already reported on Mn ++
doped CLTT crystals by the present authors earlier [2]. Also, the dielectric study of Cu++ doped CLTT crystals is
reported [3]. Both Mn++ and Cu++ doped CLTT crystals above the Curie temperature remain in para-electric
state and found to obey the Curie-Weiss law.
For any device applications the mechanical properties of crystals are important and hence the aim of
the present investigation is to study the effect of Mn ++ and Cu++ doping on various mechanical properties of
CLTT crystals, for instance, the variation of Vickers micro-hardness with applied load, the yield stress and the
first order elastic stiffness constant. Moreover, the Kick’s law is studied and further the Hays and Kendall’s law
and the Proportional Specimen Resistance (PSR) model have been applied.

II.

Experimental

The single diffusion gel growth technique is discussed in detail in our previous papers [2,3]. The
presence of the actual amount of dopant was known by the inductively coupled plasma (ICP) technique and,
further, the powder X-ray Diffraction (XRD) studies confirmed the orthorhombic structure for pure and doped
CLTT crystals, which is reported elsewhere [2,3]. The Vickers micro-hardness tests were conducted using
Vaiseshika Vickers micro-hardness tester. First, the sample was brought under the line of micrometer eyepiece
and the smooth surface was selected for the indentation. At least, five indentations were made at particular load
and the indentations were made minimum five times apart the size of maximum indentation mark to avoid any
mutual influence. The diagonal lengths of the indentation impressions were measured by using filer eyepiece of
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the least capacity of 0.0001428 mm. From the mean diagonal length (d), the Vickers hardness number, HV, was
calculated using the formula H V 

1.854 P
d2

(1)

Here, P is the applied load in Newton and d is the mean diagonal length in meter giving the Vickers
hardness in MPa, however, the conventional unit is kg/mm2. The average value of the Vickers micro-hardness
was obtained and the experiment was repeated for other load values. In the present work, 10 s indentation time
was kept constant and the loads were selected as 5g, 10g, 15g, 20g, 30g and 50g. The indentation marks
produced on {110} crystallographic face were square in shape as shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b) at 5g load and 10g
load for pure and 0.103% Mn++ doped CLTT crystals, respectively.

1(a)
1(b)
Figure 1: Vickers micro-hardness indentation marks observed for (a) 5g load for pure CLTT and (b)
for 10g load for Mn++ doped CLTT crystals

III.

Result And Discussion

The impurity has prominent effect on hardness. It is a well-known fact that dilute addition of divalent
impurity has an appreciable effect on the hardness of alkali halide crystals. For each divalent ion introduced in
to the lattice a positive ion vacancy is formed and these defects are distributed in various ways. The impurity
ions and vacancies could be present as individual defects independent of one another or they may be present as
impurity vacancy complexes or as larger aggregates. All these defects act as obstacles for dislocation motion,
therefore, increasing the hardness of the crystals. Rao and Haribabu [23] have studied the effect of the
distributed impurities and their state of dispersion on hardness of crystals from micro-hardness measurements on
KCl crystals doped with Ca, Ba and Sr. It has been observed that the small addition of impurities increases the
hardness; whereas at high concentration of impurity the visible precipitates are observed which result in the
decrease of hardness [23]. Altogether, the variation of Vickers micro-hardness with load is studied for potassium
dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) crystals grown with organic additives and it is found that the hardness values
increase for different additive values [24].
3.1 Effect of load on micro-hardness
The variation of Vickers micro-hardness with load is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 for Mn++ and Cu++ doped CLTT
crystals, respectively.
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Figure 2
Figure 2: Plots of HV versus P for pure and Mn++ doped CLTT crystals
Figure 3: Plots of HV versus P for pure and Cu++ doped CLTT crystals

Figure 3

From these figures it is observed that as the load increases, initially, the value of hardness decreases
rapidly and thereafter, becomes constant. During the indentation, the indenter first penetrates the distorted zone
of the surface layer and then the inner layers. Therefore, one observes a decrease in the hardness of the material
for increasing the load. As the depth of indentation increases with load, the effect of the inner layers become
more and more prominent than the surface layer and as the indenter reaches a depth at which undistorted
materials exist and hence no change is observed in the value of hardness with load [25].
From Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, it can be observed that as the amount of doping of Mn ++ and Cu++ increases in
CLTT crystals the micro-hardness value decreases at high load regions. The doping of metallic ion impurity
facilitates the slip mechanism and makes the sample softer. In the low load regions the resistance offered by the
material may be comparable with the applied loads, resulting in a higher value of micro-hardness. However, at
higher loads the plastic flow of the material may be higher and hence the resistance offered by the material is
small and, therefore, the value of micro-hardness decreases with increase in the value of applied loads and
finally becomes constant.
The micro-hardness is related to yield stress (σy) by empirical relation H = 2.38 σy
(2)
This has been used for the materials that do not work harden appreciably [26]. The yield stress values
are calculated for high load region for pure and Mn++ and Cu++ doped CLTT crystals and compiled in Table 1.
The yield stress value decreases on increasing the dopant concentration in CLTT crystals. The yield
strength indicates the stress at which the crystals start to deform plastically. The reduction in the value of yield
stress on doping suggests more plastic deformation in the crystals. The higher value of yield stress for pure
CLTT crystal suggests higher resistance to plastic deformation.
Table 1: The values of yield stress (σy) and first order elastic stiffness constant (C11)
Sample
Pure CLTT
0.010% Mn++
0.018% Mn++
0.030% Mn++
0.069% Mn++
0.093% Mn++
0.024% Cu++
0.025% Cu++
0.047% Cu++
0.098% Cu++
0.111% Cu++

Yield Stress σy
(MPa)
280.72
266.63
241.45
233.84
228.37
228.37
226.59
221.38
219.68
218.00
216.33

First order elastic
constant C11 (MPa)
131655.50
120307.98
101135.95
95627.88
91747.83
91747.83
90499.58
86883.49
85719.52
84575.52
83451.07

stiffness

The first order elastic stiffness constant (C11) has been evaluated for pure and Mn++ and Cu++ doped CLTT
crystals using Woorster’s empirical relation [27];
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7
log C11    log H V
4

(3)

Where, HV is the constant micro-hardness.
The values of the first order stiffness constants are given in the Table 1. The values of the first order
stiffness constants are comparatively low in the doped crystals than the pure CLTT crystals. The higher value of
first order stiffness constant for pure CLTT crystal indicates the stiffer material, which exhibits the smaller
elastic strain that results from the application of a given stress. The reduction in the elastic stiffness constant on
doping in CLTT crystals indicates more flexibility of the doped crystals. This further suggests that the pure
CLTT crystal is stiffer, harder and exhibits less plastic deformation in comparison to the doped crystals.
3.2 Application of Kick’s law
The variation of micro-hardness with applied load is explained for the pyramidal Vickers indenter by
Kick’s law:
logP = loga + nlogd or P = and
(4)
Where, P is the applied load, a is a constant known as standard hardness, d is the observed diagonal
length of indentation and n is a constant for a given material. If n < 2, the micro-hardness increases with
decreasing the load and if n > 2, then the micro-hardness decreases with decreasing the load. Moreover,
according to Onitsch [28] and Hanneman [29], the value of n lies between 1.0 and 1.6 for the harder materials
and above 1.6 for the softer materials. In order to analyze the indentation size effect (ISE) in the hardness
testing, one needs to fit the experimental data as per the Kick’s law.
Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the plots of logP versus logd for pure CLTT, 0.0103% Mn++ doped
CLTT and 0.024% Cu++ doped CLTT crystals, respectively. Similarly, the plots were drawn for the remaining
crystals but not presented here. The values of work hardening coefficient n and constant a are compiled in Table
2.One can observe from the Table 2 that the value of n is slightly higher than 1.6 for pure CLTT and Mn++ doped
CLTT crystals, however, for Cu++ doped CLTT crystals, it is slightly less than 1.6.This indicates that the pure
and doped CLTT crystals are at transition point of soft to hard materials. Therefore, further analysis is carried
out by using modified relations in the following sections pertaining to the Hays and Kendall’s relation and PSR
model.

Figure 4: Plot of logP versus logd for pure CLTT crystals
0.0103%

Figure 5: Plot of logP versus logd for
Mn++ doped CLTT crystals
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Figure 5: Plot of logP versus logd for 0.024% Cu++ doped CLTT crystals
Table 2: The values of n and a
Sample
Pure CLTT
0.010% Mn++
0.018% Mn++
0.030% Mn++
0.069% Mn++
0.093% Mn++
0.024% Cu++
0.025% Cu++
0.047% Cu++
0.098% Cu++
0.111% Cu++

Work hardening coefficient n
1.62
1.62
1.63
1.67
1.68
1.63
1.59
1.56
1.58
1.59
1.57

Constant a in g
11486.82
11043.33
10597.42
12164.66
12251.80
10099.50
8845.04
7748.18
8163.94
8517.26
7636.60

3.3 Application of Hays and Kendall law
According to the approach of Hays and Kendall [30], the typical load variation can be due to the
sample exerting a Newtonian pressure on the loaded indenter. This resultant pressure depends on the type of the
material being tested and represents the minimum applied load for indentation without allowing any plastic
deformation.
P – W = Kd2
(5)
Where, K is the constant, d is the diagonal length, W is the pressure and P is the load.
The plot of P versus d2 in such a case has a positive intercept on the P-axis, which represents the value of W.
The applied load P is reduced by the term ‘W’ and the hardness is calculated from the modified relation

H V 1.8544 

P W
d2

(6)

This is the load independent value of hardness. Several reports are available on application of Hays and
Kendall law to Vickers micro-hardness studies, e.g., KMgF3 crystals [31], calcium titanate and nickel titanate
crystals [32], yttrium ortho-ferrite crystal [33], amino acid doped KDP crystal [17]. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the
plots of P versus d2 for pure and Mn++ and Cu++ doped CLTT crystals.

Figure 6
Figure 7
Figure 6: Plot of P versus d2 for pure and Mn++ doped CLTT crystals
Figure 7: Plot of P versus d2 for pure and Cu++ doped CLTT crystals
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In these plots the intercept on load (P) axis represents the value of W, which is listed in Table 3. The load
independent hardness is calculated by using equation (6), which is also compiled in Table 3.
It can be noticed that on increasing the dopant concentration the load independent hardness decreases
for both Mn++ and Cu++ doping in CLTT crystals, which further suggest that the doped CLTT crystals are softer
than pure CLTT crystals.
Table 3: Values of load independent HV and Hays and Kendall intercept W
Sample
Pure CLTT
0.010% Mn++
0.018% Mn++
0.030% Mn++
0.069% Mn++
0.093% Mn++
0.024% Cu++
0.025% Cu++
0.047% Cu++
0.098% Cu++
0.111% Cu++

Load independent HV average in Pa/m2
800.46
767.57
691.64
668.16
654.84
651.40
662.75
643.04
641.41
639.21
637.59

Intercept on P axis = W in g
2.24
2.10
2.16
2.09
2.02
1.84
1.93
2.20
2.05
1.39
1.92

3.4 Proportional Specimen Resistance (PSR) model
The results of a micro-hardness can be influenced by many factors and one of them is the indentation
size effect (ISE), in which the observation of phenomenon that the hardness depends on the applied load is
considered [34]. Several authors have reported ISE in the Vickers micro-hardness [35-37,17]. The ISE can be
explained by the Proportional Specimen Resistance (PSR) model.
According to PSR model, the micro-hardness can be described with two terms, the first term represents
the frictional forces between the test specimen and the indenter facets and the second term is concerned with the
elastic resistance of the test specimen. The indentation test load P is related to indentation size d as [38]
P = a1d + a2d2
(7)
Here, a1 coefficient is the contribution of proportional specimen resistance to the apparent microhardness and a2 coefficient is related to the load independent micro-hardness or load independent constant. The
parameter a1 characterizes the load dependence of hardness. Li and Bradt [38] suggested that a1/a2 can be
considered as a measure of the residual stress and this is connected with defect. The term a1d has been attributed
to the energy used in creating new surface such as indenting facets and micro-cracking by Frohlich et al [39] and
on the other hand, Li and Bradt [38] related this term to frictional and elastic contribution to PSR model. The
term a2d2 is considered to be the work for permanent deformation by Frohlich et al [39] or the volume energy of
deformation by Li and Bradt [38]. From equation (7), one can write as follows:

P 
P
 a1   C2  d
d
 do 

(8)

Where, PC is the critical applied test load above which micro-hardness becomes load independent and
do is the corresponding diagonal length of the indentation mark. The applicability of the PSR model to describe
the observed indentation size effect (ISE) is in relatively wide range of applied test loads, which can be
examined by the linearity between P/d and d. The term a2 is not related to the ISE, rather, it is related to the load
independent micro-hardness, which is equal to PC/(do)2. It should be noted that in the case of a1>0, the normal
ISE is obtained where the HV decreases with increase in the load. Notwithstanding, for a1<0 a reverse ISE is
found, where the HV increases with increase in the load. Applying the PSR model to pure, Mn++ and Cu++ doped
CLTT crystals; it has been observed that the plots of P/d versus d give straight lines for Mn++ 0.0103% doped
CLTT crystals as shown in the Fig. 8 and for 0.024% Cu++ doped CLTT crystals as shown in the Fig. 9.
Similarly, the plots for other samples were drawn but not shown here.
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Figure 8
Figure 9
Figure 8: Plot of P/d versus d for 0.0103% Mn++ doped CLTT crystals
Figure 9: Plot of P/d versus d for 0.024% Cu++ doped CLTT crystals
The linear relation of the plots confirms the applicability of the PSR model to the samples. The values of slope
and intercept are obtained from equation (8) and listed in Table 4 for pure , Mn++ and Cu++ doped CLTT crystals.
Table 4: values of standard hardness and intercept from PSR model for pure, Mn ++ and Cu++ doped CLTT
crystals
Sample
Pure CLTT
0.010% Mn++
0.018% Mn++
0.030% Mn++
0.069% Mn++
0.093% Mn++
0.024% Cu++
0.025% Cu++
0.047% Cu++
0.098% Cu++
0.111% Cu++

Standard hardness PC/(do)2 in MPa
350.17
333.32
304.79
305.67
301.23
288.26
282.28
267.50
270.34
271.83
263.35

Intercept a in N/mm
2.96
2.82
2.65
2.36
2.25
2.31
2.59
2.87
2.69
2.53
2.67

From this table, one can observe by and large that as the dopant concentration increases the value of
load independent hardness decreases for both Mn ++ and Cu++ doping in CLTT crystals, this again indicates that
the crystals become soft on doping.
It has been found that the doping of Mn++ and Cu++ in CLTT crystals make them softer, however, the
++
Cu doped CLTT crystals are softer than Mn++ doped CLTT crystals. Also, it has been found that the crystals
become progressively softer on increasing the doping concentration. It is quite known that the hardness is
considered as a measure of the resistance to permanent deformation. This resistance is related to the difficulty of
shearing one part of the material over another part. Microscopically, to shear one atom relative to another one
requires the re-arrangement of the chemical bonds across the shear plane. If bonds are not localized as it
happens in the ionic crystals, the shearing distorts them and offer resistance to the shear. This has been
discussed in detail elsewhere [40,17]. It has been found that in the case of transition metal doping the dopants
occupy interstitial sites in calcium tartrate tetra hydrate crystals. The three types of structural differences have
been observed, which are the shortening of the shortest Ca – O bond constant, difference in torsion angles in
tartrate ions and finally hydrogen bond affected by the doping atom localization [41]. The modification in
bonding introduced in such a manner by transition metal ion doping, viz. Cu ++ and Mn++, in CLTT crystals that
it is responsible for comparative easy shear and hence the reduction in the Vickers micro-hardness of doped
crystals in comparison to pure crystals. This reduction in the shear may differ with transition metal ionic radii,
i.e. Mn++ (0.8 Ǻ) and Cu++ (0.73 Ǻ). The slip in the crystals is expected to be facilitated by comparatively
smaller radius cation doping in CLTT crystals. The application of Hays and Kendall relation and PSR model
indicate normal ISE in pure and doped crystals.

IV.

Conclusion

Due to the doping of Mn++ and Cu++ in CLTT crystals the Vickers micro-hardness decreases in
comparison to the pure CLTT crystals. As the concentration of Mn ++ and Cu++ increases the value of microhardness decreases. The Vickers micro-hardness decreases as the applied load increases in the low load range
and, thereafter, it becomes virtually independent of load at higher loads. The values of yield stress and first order
stiffness constants are lower in Mn++ and Cu++ doped CLTT crystals than the pure CLTT crystals. This suggests
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higher plastic deformation and lesser stiffness of the doped crystals compared to the pure crystals. Applying
Kick’s law it is found that the values of n are nearby 1.6 indicating the boundary regime of softer to harder
material nature. Indentation Size Effect (ISE) has been observed for pure and doped CLTT crystals. By applying
Hays and Kendall law and PSR model it has been possible to confirm the normal ISE and reduction in the
micro-hardness of CLTT crystals on doping Mn++ and Cu++. The results of various analysis suggests that the
pure CLTT crystal is stiffer, harder and exhibits less plastic deformation in comparison to doped crystals. The
doping of Mn++ and Cu++ in CLTT is expected to modify Ca – O bonds, torsional angle of tartrate ions and
hydrogen bonding, which leads to lesser shear resistance and ultimately offers lesser values of hardness in doped
crystals compared to the pure crystals.
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